
Samsung Galaxy

Built to create 

Keep your data safe

Go wherever you need to 

Performance and productivity

Make promoting your business second nature. The Galaxy 
S22 has advanced features to make it happen. The latest 
processing unit and AI enables brighter, clearer images with 
less noise—even in low light. No shot is out of reach thanks  
to 3x optical zoom lens, whilst the Galaxy S22 Ultra features 
two optical lenses allowing 4x clearer and more vivid images.  
And, when you’re ready to share your content on your 
business social channels, the Galaxy S22 automatically selects 
the best settings for your chosen platform—or when simply 
sharing internally with colleagues.

Access sensitive docs from anywhere in an instant, but 
keep them for your eyes only, with faster fingerprint or 
facial recognition.

The Galaxy S22 series is made for the anywhere workday. 
Tap into hyperfast 5G connectivity, work on documents and 
share them quicker—it’s your mobile office. The Galaxy S22 
includes an all-in-one wallet app to make commuter life even 
easier with payment cards, ID, vaccine pass, memberships and 
digital keys for your car, office, or home.

Easily keep pace with today’s fast world of business.  
With the Galaxy S22 series, the only thing holding you back  
is how fast you can think. The devices come with Galaxy’s  
first 4nm processor Exynos 2200, making it Samsung’s fastest  
Galaxy ever. And, for the first time, the Galaxy S22 Ultra 
features an embedded S Pen* to capture inspiration on 
the move. The writing-to-text feature in your office apps 
intelligently grabs image files to translate to text and syncs 
notes across Galaxy devices instantly, so you can gather  
your thoughts whenever. 

*S Pen only on the Galaxy S22 Ultra device.

S22, S22+ and S22 Ultra

Epic for business 
Introducing the new Samsung Galaxy S22, 
S22+ and S22 Ultra devices. It’s time to 
invest in your business with a device that 
will enable you to work from anywhere. 
It’s time for the Galaxy S22 series. 

The Galaxy S22 Ultra has an unrivalled display matched with  
the ultimate HDR performance for an uninterrupted workspace.  
Its 6.8” Dynamic AMOLED 2X display, QHD+ resolution and 
adaptive 120Hz refresh rate ensures you’re experiencing the  
clearest and sharpest picture to show your ideas off at their best.
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Samsung S22 Samsung S22+ Samsung S22 Ultra

Network 4G/5G 4G/5G 4G/5G

Screen 6.1" 
FHD+ (2,4000x1,080) (425ppi) 
Dynamic AMOLED 2X (24-120Hz)

6.6" 
FHD+ (2,340x1,080) (393ppi) 
Dynamic AMOLED 2X (24-120Hz)

6.8" 
QHD+ (3,088x1,440) (500 ppi) 
Dynamic AMOLED 2X (1-120Hz)

Power 3,700mAh 4,500mAh 5,000mAh

Cameras Ultra wide: 12MP F2.2 [FF] 
Wide: 50MP F1.8 [Dual Pixel AF] 
Tele1: 10MP F2.4 [3x, PD AF]

Ultra wide: 12MP F2.2 [FF] 
Wide: 50MP F1.8 [Dual Pixel AF] 
Tele1: 10MP F2.4 [3x, PD AF]

Ultra wide: 12MP F2.2 [Dual Pixel AF] 
Wide: 108MP F1.8 [PD AF] 
Tele1: 10MP F2.4 [3x, Dual Pixel AF] 
Tele2: 10MP F4.9 [10x, Dual Pixel AF] 
ToF: Laser AF sensor

Security Ultrasonic Fingerprint 
Secure Processor

Ultrasonic Fingerprint 
Secure Processor

Ultrasonic Fingerprint 
Secure Processor

RAM + 
Storage 

8GB + 128GB 
256GB

8GB + 128GB 
256GB

8GB + 128GB 
12GB + 256 / 512GB

Wireless 
charging

Wireless Powershare 
Super Fast charging 
Fast Wireless charging

Wireless Powershare 
Super Fast charging 
Fast Wireless charging

Wireless Powershare 
Super Fast charging 
Fast Wireless charging

Audio Stereo speakers, 
Dolby Atmos

Stereo speakers, 
Dolby Atmos

Stereo speakers, 
Dolby Atmos

Why buy today 
•  Collaborate and share content faster with 5G 

•  Get secure access to your data with just your fingerprint

•  Make social sharing easier

•  Get a flexible tariff to support your business needs  

Why choose O2?
•  For a network you can trust. Whether you’re working from 

home, the office or on the go, we’ll give you the coverage, 
reliability and security your business demands. 

•  For greater flexibility. We’re here to help with flexible solutions 
such as data rollover and flexible tariffs so, as your business 
changes, we change with you.

•  For unrivalled service. We support you every step of the way, 
from setting up your tools to training your people and providing 
expert advice when you need it.

Samsung  
Galaxy
S22, S22+  
and S22 Ultra


